
Learning With Repetition Cheat Sheet
Ever wonder why you forget what you learn? 

It’s not your fault. It’s just the way our brains work.  When you learn something for the first time, it's only in your 
short-term memory. Everything new that you learn... Or come across... goes into your short-term memory. And short 
term memory is… short term. You will forget it.

Your job is to make it stick. How? With repetition.

Repetition is what helps you move things from your short-term into your long-term memory. It's absolutely necessary. 
If you’re not doing repetition, review, and practice within your study sessions… if you’re only “consuming things” — 
whether reading or watching videos — then you’re not really learning. It’ll be in one ear and out the other.

Repetition is what builds those stronger memories, makes those neural connections stronger, and you could say… 
makes your brain stronger.

The quick takeaway here is:
• if you learn something for the first time, it's in your short-term memory, and you'll forget it soon.
• That's where repetition comes in: to help you remember it in the long term.

That’s why our language learning program and lessons have repetition “built in.” 

Here's how.

One: We Repeat the Lesson Conversations Multiple Times in Every Lesson.
When you play a lesson: first, you'll hear the conversation. Then you'll hear it again translated and slowed down. Then 
our teachers explain all the grammar rules. Finally, you'll hear it one last time at the end. So the conversation is repeat-
ed 3 times to make sure you understand everything.

Two: The Lessons Are Built on Each Other.
Meaning, you'll learn some words or grammar rules in one lesson, and then you'll come across them in the next 
lesson or 3 lessons down the road, and this repetition will help you remember them better.

Three: You Get Spaced Repetition Flashcards to Master Words Fast.
The reason these flashcards are so powerful is they do the repetition for you based on your progress. If you were 
learning on your own and you learn a word today, you may not remember to review it again in a few days. But with 
spaced repetition flashcards...

You'll see a word today...if you get it right, then you'll see it in 3 days, then in 6 days, and so on.
The flashcards track your progress and quiz you repeatedly day after day — so that the words go into your long-term 
memory.

Four: You Can Play Our Vocabulary Slideshows on Loop.
You'll find our vocabulary slideshows in every audio lesson and vocab list, and you can play them on loop until you 
know every single word.

Five: You Get Assessment Exercises After Every Few Lessons.
Another powerful way to learn and retain more… is to test yourself (also known as active recall). After every few 
lessons, you will get assessment exercises, so you're repeatedly tested on what you learn. Since you're getting tested 
on what you've already learned, that's another form of repetition. You're coming across these words, phrases, and 
grammar rules again.

Six: Weekly Assignments from Your Premium PLUS teacher
If you're a Premium PLUS user, then you get weekly assignments. so you can get repeated practice, feedback, and 
corrections from your teacher

So this is how our program does the repetition for you.

All you have to do is play the lessons and drill the flashcards.
 
There are some things you can do on your own as well.
 
Seven: Download the Lessons & Dialog Tracks.
Save them to your phone and relisten to them… just like you would with music. Playing these audio tracks over and 
over will help you remember the conversations for good.


